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Abstract- In this paper we studied the effect of engineering expertise in providing directional judgments. We asked two groups of people, 
engineers and non-engineers, to observe and memorize five maps, each including a four-point path, for 30 sec. The path was then removed 
and the participants had to provide two directional judgments: aligned (the imagined perspective on the task was the same as the one just 
learned), and counter-aligned (the imagined perspective on the task was rotated by 180°). Our results showed that engineers are equally 
able to perform aligned and counter-aligned directional judgments. The alignment effect due to the distance from the learning perspective 
was, in fact, shown only by non-engineers. Results are discussed considering engineering both learning expertise and specific predisposition. 
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1. Introduction 

According to the European Space for Higher Education 
in the engineering degrees spatial ability appears as one of 
the skills that should be acquired by students (Ministerial 
Conferences, every two years since 1999). Spatial ability 
helps humans in different aspects, such an example: in 
reaching a goal, orienting in a new environment, estimating 
distances, finding shortcuts and so on. Individual 
differences consist in active strategies to solve spatial 
reasoning problems [1-4], with some people displaying a 
better innate spatial ability than others. However, this skill 
may be reached in later stage of the life through practice 
and patience [5-6]. Navigation is part of the general spatial 
ability and encompasses different cognitive processes. 
Indeed, successful navigation requires being able to 
recognize and remember landmarks and their positions, 
linking the landmarks each other and to the environment 
[7]. The individual differences present in navigation 
through different tasks have been thoroughly investigated 
[8-9]. For example, the Perspective Taking/Spatial 
Orientation Task (PTSOT) [10] has been created [11-12] 
with the aim to test the capability to take different imagined 
perspectives, a skill used to predict the performance in the 
large-scale environment. The PTSOT requires people to 
point the location of an “object” from an imagined 
perspective determined by further two objects. The 

magnitude of the difference between the individual’s 
egocentric perspective and the imagined one makes the 
task more difficult. There are two different frames of 
reference in environmental mental representation, namely 
egocentric and allocentric representations of the 
environment. Egocentric representation consists in the 
relation of an environmental object with respect to the self, 
whereas allocentric representation represents the location 
of the environmental object with respect to external 
coordinates [13]. 

When individuals perform directional judgments, these 
judgements are more faster and accurate when there is a 
match between the learned perspective and the imagined 
one (i.e. alignment effect orientation), compared to when 
the perspective is counter-aligned, that means rotated by 
180° (i.e. counter-alignment effect; [14]) or by some degree 
(i.e. misalignment effect; [15]). This is known in the 
literature as alignment effect [11; 16], which occurs when it 
is required to mentally recall an environment previously 
learnt in a different perspective [17-18]. Spatial orientation 
abilities have a crucial role in the daily life, this variable has 
studied in many ways to attenuate or eliminate this effect. 
For example, when people learn the environment directly, 
no alignment effect is observed [17; 19-20]. This effect is 
also influenced by individual tracts, such as the spatial 
cognitive style [21], which consists in the kind of 
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information selected and extracted from the environment 
to navigate and orient themselves [22-27]. Other studies 
took into account gender and age. Specifically, Zancada-
Menendez et al. [2] compared groups of participants, with 
different age range and gender, during a direction judgment 
task and found that males outperformed females regardless 
of age. Furthermore, younger participants displayed better 
performances compared to older participants, maybe due 
to the weakening of working memory and visuo-spatial 
abilities, which decrease with age. 

Only the non-aligned condition is affected in people 
skilled in mental rotation task [28]. A very recent study by 
Piccardi et al. [29] demonstrated that the visual mental 
imagery components (generation, inspection and 
transformation) negatively correlate with inaccuracy 
during directional judgments. In particular, generation 
plays a pivotal role in aligned directional judgments, 
whereas the other components predict the ability to 
perform counter-aligned directional judgments. All these 
components are fundamental in remembering a map, only 
people clever in inspecting and mental rotating an objects 
are more accurate in changing perspective. It is interesting 
to note that the possibility to develop some spatial abilities, 
specifically mental rotation, seems to be affected by the 
educational background [30]. A good space 
conceptualisation is needed for engineering, and for science 
and mathematics disciplines [31]. In many engineering 
problems, spatial abilities contribute to understand the 
forces acting on an object, to draw free-body diagrams, to 
retrieve spatial cues from a system, and how the objects 
move in space over time. Findings show that spatial skills 
have an important role in developing expertise in science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) 
education [32-37]. In line with the theory of cognitive 
coordinate systems, engineering problems that involve the 
combination of translational and rotational motions and the 
translation of reference frames (such as inclined plane 
problems)require greater spatial cognitive resources [38]. 
Students less skilled in spatial orientation tasks experience 
more difficulty to retrieve and elaborate spatial cues from 
the exercises treated during the courses [37]. It is known 
that spatial-related experience, important in engineering 
and science background, has a significant impact on the 
building of spatial skills. Indeed, findings demonstrate that 
spatial capability can be enhanced during the training [32-
33; 36; 39]. Spatial ability training in an engineering school, 
usually lasts a semester and strengthens spatial abilities 
that would be critical, such as isometric sketching, cross 
section identification, mental rotation and net development 
[33; 40]. This type of learning experience helps students to 
be confident with new information by spatial problem 
solving, thus contributing to the development of spatial 
planning, flexibility and working memory. In a research, 
153 students attending a preliminary engineering course at 
the University of California improved their spatial skills and 
their marks just with a one-day spatial training, even 
reducing gender differences [32].  

The goal of this study was to investigate how the role of 
spatial-related experience in engineers could explain 
individual differences in a specific spatial bias, such as the 
alignment effect. Specifically, we expected that the 
development of spatial flexibility and spatial working 
memory, typically associated to engineering studies, could 
eliminate or attenuate the alignment effect. We 
hypothesized that engineers would perform better, taking 
the same time to perform both aligned and counter-aligned 
judgments, compared to participants from a different study 
environment (i.e., psychologists). 

 
2. Methods 

2.1 Participants 
Forty men (20 military engineers and 20 non-engineers) 

took part in the study. The military engineers group ranged 
from 23 to 36 years of age (M = 32.25 y, S.D. = 3.31 y) while 
the non-engineers group ranged from 25 to 40 years of age 
(M = 30.95 y, S.D. = 3.94y; age did not differ among groups 
[F(1,38)= 1.27; p = .26]) and was constituted by 
psychologists. All subjects were graduated. In the Italian Air 
Force, military engineers could come both from the Military 
Academy or from civilian schools of Engineering and they 
have to win a national competition to join the Air Force. In 
our sample all engineers come from the Military Academy. 
The educational course for the Military Academy includes a 
5-year of regular School of Engineering combined with 
several practical activities ranging from sports (i.e., rowing 
boat competition; sailing; orienteering) and combat and 
survival courses. Specifically, they were enrolled from the 
Flight Experimental Centre of Pratica di Mare AFB (Pomezia 
(RM), Italy). The psychologist enrolled in this study have 
attended a regular civilian school of Psychology at the 
University of Bologna (Bologna, Italy). It is worthy to 
mention that in the Military Academy are not available 
courses for psychologists and all military psychologists 
come from civilian schools of Psychology. The two groups 
are comparable for age and years of education and for 
being talented students selected according to their final 
graduation score. Only men were recruited to obtain 
performance from a homogeneous sample and taking into 
account for their proficiency in mental rotation tasks with 
respect to women. Indeed, in this task, it is well-known that 
males outperform females, both in response accuracy and 
in time spent to perform mental rotations (for a review see 
[41]). So in order to eliminate gender differences we 
decided to enrol only men in such a way the presence of 
any differences could be interpreted in terms of type of 
occupation and education.  

In the military engineers group there were 2 left-handed 
participants, while in the non-engineers group there was 
only 1 left-handed participant. All participants gave their 
written informed consent in agreement with the 
Declaration of Helsinki and they did not complain any 
symptom of psychiatric or neurological illness. The study 
protocol was approved by the local ethical committee. 
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2.2 Materials 
Seven paths of the series used by Levine et al. [11] were 

selected for this work, in order to test the alignment effect. 
These seven paths were composed of three segments of 
different lengths, two nodes, a starting point and a final 
point. Each path had two turns, formed by angles that were 
either 70° and 110° or 90° and 90°. Two of the seven paths 

were used for practice. Each path was printed on A4-paper 
(21 cm x 29.7 cm), composed by segments of variable 
length, ranging from 3.5 cm to 17 cm [14]. A number from 1 
to 4 was assigned to each of the points, considered as part 
of the paths in a sequential fashion: 1 at the starting point, 2 
and 3 at the nodes and 4 at the last point of the sequence 
([17]; see Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1. Seven paths used for the experiment : three segments of different lengths, two nodes, a starting point and a 

final point. The first two paths (upper) were used for practice. A number from 1 to 4 was assigned to each of the points, 
considered as part of the paths in a sequential fashion: 1 at the starting point, 2 and 3 at the nodes and 4 at the last point of 

the sequence 
 

In order to give their directional judgments, participants 
used a cardboard dial, with a diameter of 30 cm and 
provided with a pointer, positioned in the middle of the 
dial, which could be rotated by 360°. A similar instrument 
had been used before in previous studies [15]. The circular 
dial was marked clockwise every 5°, enabling to register the 
participants’ responses. The angulations of 0°, 90°, 180° 
and 270° were marked by notches on the dial, for helping 

participants to identify the right direction. The 0° position 
was marked differently, in order for the participants to 
maintain 0° in forward position.  

 
2.3 Procedure 
Each participant was informed that s/he would learn a 

series of four-point paths and would then have to respond 
to two directional judgment tasks. Before starting the task, 
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the instructions about how to use the cardboard dial were 
explained. Participants then observed each of the five paths 
for 30 seconds. During this time, the participants had to 
learn the position of the numbers on the path. The path was 
then removed and the researcher put the cardboard dial in 
front of the participants, in order to let them perform the 
directional judgment tasks. The researcher instructed their 
participants to imagine themselves starting at a specific 
point of the path, to look at another point and indicate the 
target on the path by the means of the circular dial. On each 
path, participants had to express two directional judgment 
tasks: in one task, participants had to give aligned 
judgments (the perspective on the task was the same as the 
learned one); in another task, the judgments were counter-
aligned (the perspective on the task was rotated by 180°), 
in order to verify the presence of the alignment effect. In 
total, there were five aligned direction tasks and five 
counter-aligned direction tasks. Half of the participants 
made the aligned judgments before the counter-aligned and 
vice versa, randomly. The correct response for aligned and 
counter-aligned judgments, ranging from 45° to 315°, could 
be either in front of or behind the participants. 

The five paths were randomized, but the same order 
was presented to every participant ([14-15]). When 
participants solved one path, the same procedure was used 
for the subsequent path. 

The researcher recorded the response time in seconds, 
starting just after the target position was revealed and 
stopping when participants ended to indicate the 
judgement on the dial. The researcher also recorded the 
angular direction given by the participants (in degrees), 
reading it from the dial. It was therefore possible to 
calculate the absolute angular error, given by the difference 

between the correct position and the position given by the 
participant.  

 
3. Results 

A three-way mixed design ANOVA was performed, with 
two levels of group as between variable (military engineers 
vs. non-engineers), two levels of directional judgments as 
within variable (aligned/counter-aligned) and five levels of 
paths as repeated factor and within variable. These 
independent variables were taken into account on the 
absolute angular error and the response time. 

 
3.1 Absolute angular error 
The main effect of the “group” level was statistically 

significant [F(1,38) = 42.24, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.53]. 
The military engineers (M = 27.68°, S.D. = 5.97°) 
performances were more accurate compared to non-
engineers (M = 82.59°, S.D. = 5.97°). The main effect of the 
“directional judgment tasks” was also statistically 
significant [F(1,38) = 54.26, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.59], 
with the aligned judgments (M = 24.99°, S.D. = 2.92°) 
resulting easier than the counter-aligned judgments (M = 
85.28°, S.D. = 7.79°). The main effect of the paths level was 
not statistically significant [F(4,35) = 2.01, p = 0.12, partial 
η2 = 0.19]. With respect to the interaction between these 
variables, a statistical significance emerged in the 
interaction “groups x directional judgment tasks” [F(1,38) = 
24.78, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.40]. Pairwise comparison 
with Bonferroni correction showed that counter-aligned 
judgment tasks were more difficult (p <0.001) than aligned 
judgment tasks for the non-engineers group. Conversely, in 
the engineers group there was no difference between the 
aligned and counter-aligned judgments (p = 0.09). Means 
and standard deviations are reported in Figure 2. 

--- 
Figure 2. Mean and standard deviation of the absolute angular error considering the two group (engineers vs. non-

engineers) in providing aligned and counter-aligned  directional judgment tasks 
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3.2 Response time 
The main effect of the “group” level was statistically 

significant [F(1,38) = 9.28, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.20], with the 
military engineers (M = 12.15 sec., S.D. = 0.96 sec.) taking 
longer than non-engineers (M = 8.00 sec., S.D. = 0.97 sec.) in 
performing directional judgments. The main effect of the 
“directional judgment tasks” was also statistically 
significant [F(1,38) = 46.25, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.55]: 
participants performed aligned judgments (M = 7.60 sec., 
S.D. = 0.53 sec.) faster than counter-aligned ones (M = 12.55 
sec., S.D. = 0.96 sec.). A statistically significant main effect of 
the paths level [F(4,35) = 5.10, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.37] was 
also observed. Pairwise comparison with Bonferroni 
correction showed that making judgments in path 3 took 
less time (p < 0.01) than in path 4. Means and standard 
deviations are reported in Figure 3. No other significant 
differences were reported. 

 

- 
Figure 3. Mean and standard deviation of the response time 

spent by participants in the five paths. 
Moreover, in order to better understand the results 

about response time in military engineers group, we 
performed a regression analysis considering the mean of 
response time in the five paths as independent variable and 
the mean of absolute angular errors in the five paths as 
dependent variable in counter-aligned judgments. The 
results did not show any significant prediction (F(1, 19) = 
3.74, p = .06, r2 = .12, Beta = -.41). 

 
4. Discussion 

The aim of this study was to explore the role of spatial-
related experience in engineers and whether it could 
explain individual differences in alignment effect. 
Specifically, we hypothesized that engineers would perform 
better, taking the same time to perform both aligned and 
counter-aligned judgments, compared to psychologists.  

Like for similar other cognitive dimensions ([39; 42-
44]), individual’s professional experience, as well as 
professional training, may mitigate the effects on 
performance. In this view, our results confirm our 
hypothesis that engineers were able to perform equally 
well in both directional judgments, even if they took more 
time to accomplish it. A possible explanation could be 
related to a perceived self-efficacy: it is likely that engineers 

are aware about their proficiency in mental rotation tasks 
and as a consequence they spent more time to solve the 
task in accurate way because it is considered as challenge 
regarding their know-out, while psychologists may perceive 
themselves less proficient and experience a less challenge 
experience in performing the task. According to Bandura 
[45] self-efficacy is a sort of a motivational factor and it is 
the individual’s belief in the own capability to accomplish a 
task. Self-efficacy has moreover effects on several different 
domains, such as academic motivation, self-regulation 
during learning [46] and in promoting sporting 
achievements [47]. An increased self-efficacy with respect 
spatial ability may come from the evidence that spatial 
cognition develops by engineers over time during different 
periods of life as a consequence of the exposure to different 
learning environments [48] and probably by a specific 
interest about these specific aspects. Accordingly, engineers 
showed higher ability to imagine a particular path from 
different points of view, and were able to retrieve the 
correct direction of an applied force vector, having 
developed high spatial skills. On the other hand, low spatial 
learners had less cognitive resources for imagining and 
manipulating the environmental images [49, 37]. Several 
life experiences, such as videogame usage and computer , 
are linked to spatial skills [50-59], and the impact of 
computer training has been associated with an increase of 
the spatial ability [50, 58, 60-61], specifically the one 
involved with mental rotation skills. The learning of 
complex spatial abilities requires training in specific areas 
that encourage visuo-spatial activities, as experienced and 
practiced during university and post-university training. In 
particular, it is possible that university and post-university 
specific training might improve mental rotation ability. It is 
therefore feasible that, after their specific training, 
engineers would improve their visual information retention 
compared to people who did not have that specific training. 
According to this point of view, some studies [62-63] have 
shown that the study of mathematics develops brain 
regions responsible for visualization and spatial ability in 
case of high working memory demands. Chen and 
Whitehead [64] have also highlighted that physics requires 
a specific training in working memory. Indeed, the 
difference in performance of engineers, compared to non-
engineers, could also be interpreted considering the task-
cognitive demand [65]. A perspective changing task, such as 
counter-aligned judgments, requires high cognitive demand 
in representing and transforming the mental 
representation previously acquired from a different point 
of view. The cognitive load is greater when increases the 
number of interacting elements to maintain simultaneously 
in the working memory [66]. Nevertheless, working 
memory is a limited resource that can overload. To go 
beyond this limit, it needs to organize learned information 
into schemes that allow to be more efficient during the 
learning process, thus optimizing the material to be 
learned. Reduction of the cognitive load occurs both when 
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the individual is familiar with the situation (the expertise 
effect), as well as when the individual has a high working 
memory capacity, which allows him/her to simultaneously 
maintain information online. 

Consequently, differences could be detected in spatial 
orientation tasks that involve a consistent visuo-spatial 
working memory load. These span differences are 
particularly marked in active tasks, where participants are 
required to elaborate, integrate and transform the visual 
imagined material. Accordingly, in the general population, a 
poor performance in mental rotations produces more 
errors in pointing tasks during the counter-aligned 
condition, compared to aligned, and with different degrees 
of orientation conditions [28]. However, Piccardi et al. [29] 
also found that other mental imagery components, such as 
visual mental inspection, give a contribute when individuals 
have to perform directional judgments with different 
orientation. The capability to transform a mental image has 
a role when individuals have to provide counter-aligned 
directional judgments, stressing that the mental 
transformation gives a contribute when the cognitive load 
increases. The research reported in this paper shows that 
military engineers have higher spatial ability than 
psychologists. Specifically, they were better in providing 
directional judgements that is a spatial skill related to the 
spatial orientation capability. Engineers are less affected by 
the alignment effect, showing a lower sensitivity to spatial 
bias, analogously to what happens with the topographical 
memory during environmental interference in pilots [43]. It 
is possible that their skill resulted from the special 
education they received attending the Military Academy 
instead of the civilian school of Engineering but it could also 
be possible that they have the genetic makeup to make 
these skills easier or that they have developed them from 
early and middle childhood activities. Nevertheless, some 
works have shown the link between spatial and 
mathematical performance (e.g., [67-68]). Indeed, both 
representation and decoding of complex mathematical 
ideas is established on the strength of spatial ability [69-
71]).  

Despite our results are interesting and suggest some 
practical educational directions (i.e., adding practical 
courses also in the civilian schools of Engineering) this 
study has some weaknesses. Firstly, sample size was 
limited from our choice to enrol only military engineers 
coming from Military Academy. Furthermore, this choice 
impeded us to compare military engineers coming from 
Military Academy with those coming from civilian field. As a 
consequence, we could not conclude that engineers 
generally speaking are better than psychologists, even if we 
expected that also civilian engineers are better than 
psychologists, taking into consideration the link between 
mathematical skills and spatial abilities owned by 
engineers. Moreover, also for being admitted to the civilian 
school of engineering, students have to pass the entrance 
exam that includes mathematical reasoning, visuo-spatial 
abilities, geometrical competencies and logical reasoning. 

We are planning to pass this limit in a future study when 
participants will both come from Military Academy and 
civilian schools. On the other hand, it is difficult to attribute 
the origin of the engineering expertise that could be the 
result of the training or of the attitude. Actually, people who 
choose to study engineering have already strong skills in 
the area of interest and for such a reason the education 
could only be a part of the observed skill set [72]. Finally, 
participants to our study were only men, surely this allow 
us to have a homogeneous sample without the well-known 
gender-related effects on spatial abilities [41, 73], anyway it 
could be of interest to observe whether gender differences 
are still present within engineers category, it is possible 
that both men and women engineers could be more 
proficient of men and women coming from other 
occupation as happens in military pilots (see [39]).  

Another limitation is that our spatial tasks required 
transformation of two-dimensional objects. Other 
investigations should comprehend 3-D mental rotation 
tasks with more trials and other aspects of visuo-spatial 
reasoning as these could be influenced by diverse aspects of 
mathematics.  

We believe that the present study, despite the above 
limitations, could be useful to provide insights in planning 
new individualized approaches to fostering spatial ability, 
supporting intellectual development in other areas in 
engineering courses. 

 
5. Conclusion 

The present study confirms the importance of the 
spatial abilities in education in order to solve correctly 
daily spatial problem. Educators should be aware of the 
role of spatial ability, that is mentally manipulate, rotate, 
twist or invert stimuli, and provide proper training 
strategies to help students improve their skills when 
approaching spatial problems.  

Even Hegarty et al. [74] stressed the correlation 
between spatial abilities with success in science, suggesting 
“…the need for studies of the role of spatial thinking in 
science to be mindful of both varieties of spatial intelligence 
and varieties in the spatial demands of different sciences” 
(pp. 93). 

From this point of view, these results call for further 
studies aimed at identifying particular environmental 
mediators of the spatial orientation-mathematics 
relationship. 
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